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Editorial

Dutch Refol"med Chu.l"ch, Folov~odwe.

T he United Nations Index of
, Human Development (20 I0)

ranks South Africa I10th among 169
'countries,categorising it in the

?ottom third with those'having "Iow
human de~elopment." Life
expectancy has dropped to below
the 1970 level, and now stands at 52
years (the world average is 69)..
Uriemploymentis estimated at 41%.
Accordingly, almost a quarter of the'
population do not complete their
schooling while 'more than half is.
identified as financially dependent.
This is evident in feeding schemes .

at certairi schools in
Limpopo and North-West

Province that provide the
'only daily meal th.at some
learners receive. A

crumbling public
- infrastructure and

pervasive lack of service
delivery is eliciting
increasing references to a

. faHing state.

Not surprisingly,these
conditions exert huge
pressure on educational '

resources. Dilapidated

school bUildings often
house unmotivated learner~

and teachers. A shortage of
schools is evident in the

'platoon' system that
involves the:

accommodation in the same

building of three. sepirate

groups.of learners at
different times of the day, so .

that teaching ends during
th'e early evening only.

·Itis obvious that a well-developed
infrastructure is conduCive. to good

education.. But the quality of life is
not determined by physical infra

structure only. Society is the
product of a vast cultural, infra

struc~ure that guides relati~n~hips.
The low life expectancy in South

. Africa accordingly not only is related

to lackof health services, but. also to
the high incidence of HIV/Aids. It is
clear that new school buildings alone
cannot ensure prosperity: the re-·
moralisation of South Africa is
squally, inipor.tant.

Arts and culture education is an

important component of South

Africa's mor~1 compass. While the ,
supply of arts education is severely

, lacking, there is evidence at. schools
of a wide range of extramural

.activities in the musical ,arts: older,

~ethnic' dance-songs, choi'r music,

small-group a capella music, religi?us
music (especially trance music), '

dance-song dramas, drum majorettes
.and a wide variety of dance music
inciuding kwaito,.pantsula, ballroom,

gumboot and aerobics-style dance.

Some of these categories are
clear sites of moral
revitalisation, Mundende
wqnga is·a popular

'Tshivenda recitation in

which young learners,

protest against adults who
spend child welfare grants
on gambling, extravagant

c10thesand cell phones.
The Tshivenda children's
song Hee vhabebi, which is

presented in this issue,

utiiises the mele>dy of
frere Jacques and instructs

adults to respect. the
bodies of young children.
Dance-song drama. in

particular expresses the
mediation in speech, song

and movement of moral
decay. Dramas on ,

xenoph<:>bia, drug abuse.•
sexual violence and .

religio~s chiqinery are
c,ommon. Thus there are

many instances of
autonomous moral



resistance in local communities: it is

up to practitioners in arts a~d

culture education to take the cues

offered by local artists, and shape
their policies and curricula

accordingly.
This issue of The Talking Drum is

sponsored by the research project
The musical arts in South Africa:
resources and applications, which is
conducted under the auspices of ~he '

School of Music at North-West
University, Potchefstroom.' All

contributors to ~his issue are
_ involved in this project, and they are

assisted by colleagues from the

Faculty of Education .. Ria Raath'
and Jaco Kruger offer grade R

lessons,in the life skills learning

program in suppo'rt of the quest for

morally and physically healthy

children. Hetta Potgieter links

moral values with the application of

spirituality in music education.
RJ Meyer was a member of the

'first group of African music students

from North-West University under

the guidance of Alvin Petersen to

participate in a fieldwork project at

Ha-Makuya in the Vhembe district in

collaboration with Susan Harrop
Alien of the University of the

Witwatersrand. He offers' Cl very

interesting clap game for young

learners documented during his visit

in 20,10. Hannes Taljaard is a well

known South African composer, and,

he offers guidance to teachers OQ

how to. arrange melodies for a

variety of pu~poses. Together with

his student Janelize ,van der
Merwe; he presents another essay

in' a series on the teaching of music

rudiments to multicultutal groups.

Liesl van der Merwe offers

valuable advice on coping .with the

teaching of large instrumental

groups.

We hope you find. this issue of
The Talking Drum useful. We welcome'

contributions on multicultural

content and method in the music

classroom.

Jaco Kruger, Issue ,editor



~ooperative learning in large
'inst,rumental groups.

© Liesl van der Merwe.

Johnson and Johnson's gUid,elines fo.r and elements of cooperation

johnson and johnson (2009:479) state in'

this rega,rd that "the smaller the better,"

and that a cooperative learning group

usually ranges from 2-4 members. I

accordingly divided my class into groups

comprising four members. This

facilitated ~II aspects of administration

and assessment.

All groups have their' own website on

North West University's electronic learn

ing space (eFundi). They use these web-. .
sites to schedule practise sessions and to

report on attendance, progress and

experiences on a weekly basis. I have

access to all these sites and can therefore

monitor progress and give feec;lback.

Learners
attend class as a group;
practise once a week at a pre
arranged·time and location;
do weekly self al')d peer' ,
assessment.

mmunication takes pia
eFundi, in class and

ise sessions.
There is no leader, and each group
·member manages some aspect of
learning'.' -',

th~ 'demonstrator illustrates
chords and vamping;

the logistics (l'lanager
s.chedules rehearsals;

the grade book manager.
supervisesweekly self and
peer assessment ;

the Website manager is
responsible for wee'kly diary
entries on rou .ro ress.

The group attempts to a.chieve '
'consensus on all relevant issues,
Learners are notallowed to move to
another group and have to reach
cO,nsensus through negotiation,

Two-way communication

1. Establishing positive
interdependence

3. Shared responsibility

4. D~cision-mak,ng procedures:
'consensus, controversy and
,negotiation

Table 1: guidelines fQr coop~ration,...

I therefore present a short case study

herein which I argue that cooperative

lear:ning, when implemented properly,

can be a valuable strategy for all

teachers who give instrumental tuition

to large groups. I explain below how

I implemented-johnson and johnson's

guidelines in my guitar class and report

briefly on mye'xperiences.

The educational setting

As indicated above, I am responsible for

teaching the rudiments of guitar playing'

to a class of 90 student teachers. Such

a large grpup can be trained effectively

by dividing it into smaller groups.

'" ,

Someone once asked me' how I teach

guitar to 90 Foundation Phase (grade R

- 3) student teachers simultaneously. I

laughed, and said, '~I stand on a table."

Needless to say, this method has

limitations. I had. to reconsider my

teaching strategy 'when my students

.presented themselves for their practical

examinati-on in a very anxious state.

They did not prepare suffiCiently and as.

a result performed very poorly. I

consequently decided to utilise

cooperative learning principles to

ensure that they practice more, are less

stressed and perform better.

, According to the Center for

Educator Development in Fine Arts

(CEDFA), cooperative learning is an ,

effective teaching strategy in all content

areas. Cooperative learning is asocial

constructivist teaching and learning

strategy. learners construct meaning

for themselves by interacting with each'

other. Utilising cooperative learning

principles can teach learners

cooperative skills, social interaction,

knowledge and skills (Mentz .et al.;

2009: 256). The CEDFA (1999)

similarly reports that "students who

regularly participate in cooperative

group tasks tend to have higher

academic test scores; higher self

esteem, stronger social skills, and

greater content knowledge." In

addition, anxiety during learning can be

alleviated by contrasting a traditional,

'direct' teaching approach with one that

emphasises self-regulation within a

.cooperative learning conte'xt

(Mclnerney et al.,1996:1).

Of. course, cooperative learning can

also cause anxiety. However, this

challenge may be addressed by utilising

'johnson and johnson's guidelines for

_ creating effective groups (2009:25-27).



Table 2: elements of cooperation

I:::;~S~~::::::::~~we' nt
Learner? are dependent on e.ach
other to

· fulfill their unique roles;
instead of 'me' . · practise and master the music

. individually and as a group;

· manage their website jointly.
Learners are held accountable for

"
their respective roles:.. • .participation levels are

.' reflected in the website

2. Individual responsibilitY, and
statistiCs; .

· learners present an individual
aC9()untability practical assessment twice .

per semester;

· group session peer and self
assessment 'marks are also
individual marks.

I
3. Promotive (face-to-face) Learners assemble at least twice a

week, once in class and during their
in'teraction weeklv group session.

I
Learners are required to

· generate trust, acceptance
4. Social skills and support;

· communicate effectively;
. . resolve conflict constructivelY.

After each group session learners
must reflect on the' effectiveness of

5. Group processing
their cooperation'~as well as their
successes and challenges. These

I reflections are posted weekly on .
.. their website.

Findings and recommendations
Classroom management

. More than half of the class reported

that they were no longer anxious during

the practical assessments.

Musical performance

Learners assisted each other with tuning

their guitar. They corrected each

other's singing, posture, vamping and·

- fingering. They were'able to look at

each other and therefo,re found it easier

to coordinate their left and right hands.

Finding a mutual beat helped them to

play in time and at a steady tempo.

They sang wit~ increased enthusiasm

and performed more musically. The

average' class mark accordingly in~n~ased
,. .

from 66% to 72%.

Summary

Cooperative learning techniques can be

irnplemented effectively at different

levels and in diverse settings to cultivate

a higher standard of musical

performance, lower levels of anxiety and

increased ,musical enjoyment. These

techniques also promote socialisation as

well as the normalisation of personal

and group responsibility and

.accountability.

The following classroom management system was. found to be effective.'

There is a group on either .side of a

centre .aisle and the facilitator (lecturer)

oscillates between the front and back .

of the class after every new skill or

concept is introduc.ed. Demonstrators

sit next to the central aisle and the

facilitator assesses their postu're and

technique.. The demonstrator in turn

assesses the other members of the .

group who,also assess each other. This

strategy is effective because it ensures

individual attention and assessment in a

cooperative setting within a relatively

short period of time.

Anxiety levels

Face to face interaction and shared

goals contributed towards musical

enjoyment, and consequently, better

performance skills and marks. Anxiety'

levels accordingly dropped drastically.

Group .,

Time $pent praCticing

'Student teachers reported that they

spent more time practising because of

the compulsory group practise sessions.

Despite their busy academic schedule,

the majority practised more than an

hour per week.

(Aisle)

I Demonstrator t......- ...- .....I Demonstrator'
1-
i
------t--~---_j

Demonstrator 1.........-ll ~1 Demonstrato~

l Demonstrator I·,...p- ~I Demonstrat
- ••.•.j... ••__ .....:__ .

Demonstrator r--..---.....i Demonstrat

Facilitator

Group

GroLip

Group

Group



It is clear that cooperative learning

is optimised by means of electronic

communication.. Hbwever, the

effectiveness of this teaching-learning

method in essence depends onactual

face-to-face -relationships, and it can still .

be implemented successfully without th~

benefit of electronic social networks.

Life ski'lls lesson·s
'for Grade R'

© Ria Raath and Jaco Kruger
.. -
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Tswana stlckman.

It is common knowledge th·at artistic

experiences are essential for children's

optimal cognitive and emotional

development. From Plato's philosophy

of education to contemporary 1;eaching-·

learning theories, artistic expression is

ap.plied as a means towards effective .

.enculturation. This practice is well .

suited tq the transfer of knowledge in .

the fbu,ndati.on phase. This is. especially

the casein grade'R (age 5-6) in which'

the development of basic life skills is

emphasised.

Teaching-learning packages in the

foundation .phase creatively incorporate

the arts but oft~n do so from a cultural

.perspective foreign to many young

African learners." Consequently, th~

purpose of the' lessons that follow is to

illustrate the use of musical knowledge

more re.levant to their experi,ences.

Needless to say, the musical examples.

offered here themselves have limited

social. application.. However, they

primarily serve to·show how local

musical knowledge can be 'applied

effectively i~ pursuit of educational

objectives.

The three Tshivenda songs offered

here were provided by Mrs Glo'ria

Ndwamato who teaches at the

Folovhodwe Community Preschool and

Creche. This school is situated in the

village of Folovhodwe in Sou1;hAf~ica's

Limpopo Valley. The recitations and

'songs that form part of the curriculum..

of the sch~ol are particularly well

suited to learning in the. life skills

program of grade R..



Less~.n

Learning program

Life skills

One 25 minute period ,for learners familiar with the songs.

More periods for learners not familiar with the language .and

. music. Songs are rounded off over a period of time.

.Outcomes

On completion of this lesson I~arners will be able to

• describe certain parts of the body as .well ilS their function;:

• explain that certain body parts are private;

draw the outline of a hum~n figure;

• tear and paste paper;

• sing spngs related to the b<;>dy.

I. The father's elder brother.

2. The central Vhembe area where most Venda people live is

mountainous, and hospitals and many clinics are' situated in valleys

and a.t the foot of. mountains.

3. A round form of this song appears in The Talking Drum, 'vol.7 (1997),

KhotSimuhulu:'
Uncle I:

Yha bva ngafhi zwino?

where do you now come from?

Ndi bva ngei sibadela murahu ha dzithavha:

I c?me from the hosp~tal behind. the mountains.2

Vha dinwa ngani nga thoho, mahada, khcina no- dzikhundu,

magona na zwikunwane?

What is. the matter with the head. shoulder:s. chest. waist,

knees and toes?3

Instruction: Learners touch body parts as they name. them iA

the song. The hands are placed simultaneously on the head,

shoulders. chest, waist, knees and toes.

Actualising prior knowledge

The teacher actualises prior knowledge' by means of

questions such as:

• Who has been to a hospital?

Why do people go to the hospital?

• Which parts of the bod~ do we most commonly injure?

• What are the functions of these body parts?

Musical dramatisation of prior knowledge

The following Tshivendi song is taugh~ by means of rote to
. the learners.

......'Duration

Topic

My body.

Teaching resources

Clothing associated with medical practit~oners;

Alternatively. a doll or puppet dressed as a doctor or nurse

(the use of African dolls is recommende'd. Children als~

may make their own dolls, e.g. from JTlaize cobs.); .

A stethoscope or any other familiar, appropriate medical

equipment;

Crayons or pendls;

Paper and glue (if necessary, make glue from flour arid water).

Introduction: dramatising the context

The teacher dresses like a doctor or nurse. She sings the

song Khorsimuhulu and questions the children (or makes the

puppet speak to .the children):

What am I?

• Where do I work?

'. What do I do?

Basic. pronunciation

Cau-tsee·moo-hoo-Ioo.
Wa bvah ngah-fee zee-nau? I

Ndee bvah ngey see-bah~deh-Iah moo-raah-hoo hah dzee-tah-vah.

Vha deen-wah ngah-nee ngah t~ul-hoh, mah-hah-dah; khah-nah

nah dzee-khoon-dooh, mah-gau I-nah nah zwee-coon-whah-neh.
I. As in naught and taught.

I'Doh is CIJ= 53 ...' . .' '.. ' . . .' . '. .

&1
Id' . d' , m. : s : s Is' ,d' ". t , I : s' . s Is, J . S ., T : s . did ,f . m ,r : cl· . d .

Kho - tsi ~ mu - hu - lu: .. Yha bva nga - fhi' zwi ~ no? Ndi bva ngei s'ba - de - la mu - ra - hu dzi - tha - yha.
. ".

i:-~ "

Id . d ,;n:-5 . S , d Id" . d ,ID : s . s Is ,dl . t , I : S .s Is ,1 . S , m: r . S '.

Yha din - wa nga - ni nga tho - ho, ma - ha - da, kha - na na dzi - ku - ndu, ma - go - na 'z'kun -wa - he.

&~~.~~.
Id ,f.m ,r :d •. d
ma - go - na:'z'kun-wa - . ne'?



Acquisition of new knowledge

The teacher (by means of the puppet if desir~d) questions

the class:

Where do most Venda people live? (Answer: in theVhembe

'district in Limpopo Province. The biggest towns in the area

:are Makhado an,d Thohoyandou. The area is mountaihous.)

• Name some ?f South Afrfca's indigenous lang!Jag·es.

• Explai~ why 'the uncle went to t~e hospital.

May people touch': any part of your body? ' ,

• Which parts ofthe body may not be touched by other

without permission?

Musical experience of new knowledge

The. following song is taught by ,means of rote to learners.

The melody is based on that of frere Jacques (Brother John),

which is widely known among Venda children.*

IDoh is c.I

,Hee vhabebi, hee vhabebi!
Hey parents, hey parents1

Muvhili wanga, muvhili wan~a,

My body, my body:

A u tambudziwi, a u tambudziwi.
It must not be abused, it must not be abused.,

Vha songa mp(ara hafha, Yha songo' mp(arq hafha.
Do not touch here, do not touch here.

Bas,ic pronunciation

Heh wa-beh-bee.
Moo-wee-Iee wah-ngah.

'Ah ooh tah-mboo-dzee-wee.
Wa saw-ngaw irJp(ah-rah hah-(ah.

Id' : r" I rn' :d' Id" :r', '1 rn' :d' ' Ir' . r' : r' . r' I rn'
Hee Yha - be - bi;' 'hee, vha - be - bi.Mu-vhi-li wa-nga,

Variation

Id' :- .S :~' : rn' Id' :- '. S Id' :rn'

Ir' . r' : r' . l Im':- Is': I' :~, '. r Im' :d'
JI1u-vhi - Ji wa- nga: A u ta-mbu-dzi - wi,

· ·Is' .I':s' ~r Im' :'d',.d' Ir' ,r":~ .s Id' .d':-.d' Ir' '.r' ,:s :s Id'.O':-:.d"lr' .r':s.s Id' .d':

a u' ta-mbu-dzi- wi.Vha so-ngompfa-ra ha-fua, yha so-ngompfa-~a ha-tha, yha so-ngompfa-ra ~a-tha.

. Experience of new knowledge by means of'

visual art

"Learners

draw a sir:nple outline of a human figure (a figure also 'may ,

be supplied by the teacher); '.

• add detail like the face, hair, fing~rs and feet; ,

• tear paper of any contrasting colour;

• past the ,pieces on the figure to cover'private parts; .

'point to the relevant parts of the figure as they sing

Khotsimuhulu.

Conclusion: assessment

Learners participate in a school concert. They explain, their

body parts to the ~udience,anc;l perform the songs. '



Lesson 2

L~arning program

Life skills

Topic

Healthy eating

Theme

• Fruit and vegetables;

Handling food.

Outcomes

• Learners will explain

-the importance of eating fruit and vegetables;

-why the hands must be washed before eating.

Learners will'display creative skills in music and visual art,

, Teaching resources

• Hand puppet or doll;

• .Plates and plastic knives;

.. ~ananas and or~nges; .

• Toothpicks.

Introduction: dramati.sing the context'

The teacher imitates a crying child, and finds a puppet or doll

in tears (give the puppet an appropriate name).

T: What have you eaten?

P: A sticky sweet I picked up!

Dramatising prior knowledge

learners participate in the conversation with the pl;lppet:

T: Sweets contain sugar that makes our teeth· ache and even

rot.

P: What shou'ld I then eat?

T: You should eat fruit a~d ~egetables;

P: What are fruit and vegetables?

T: Class, name fruit a~d vegetables for the puppet..

P: Why sholJld I eat fruit and vegetables?

T: Class, explain to the puppet.

Musical dramatising of new knowledge

,P: Why are bananas and oranges good for us?

T: Bananas are .nutritious as well as, filling: Oranges contain

vitamin C and they also quench our thirst. We 'can suck

oranges or squ,eeze them for their juice.

P: (sings):

.'

Mutshe/o u no difha odi miJom'ia.

A banana is a tasty fruit.

Ndi tshila ndi pfa ndo fura, thi tsha funa na vhuswa.
It fills me, I do not want porridge anymore. I

Swiri lon.e Ii ntsiela ndala. ' '

An orange leavesme hungry.

The following conversation takes place between the

teacher (T)and the puppet (P):. . '.

T: Why are you crying?

P: I have toothache!

I: The teacher shoufd explain that porridge is nutritious too, but that
. we. need to eat a variety of healthy foods,

The pupp,et teaches the song to the children by means

of rote.'

: r . r'
fu-m,.

.5 If. m
·ndi ,pfa ndo

IDoh is CrJ= 112 ' . . .' . , '

41._~I~"
Is· 1'5,.$ :5.515' :1 .f Im :r. Id Is ..,f:m
Mu - tshe - 10 U no di -' ilia ndi .mu- om - va. Ndi tshi -la

~~,*===±~,~~I~~
:f .f I~ :0
ntsi - e la nda - la.

: 5 . S' 11
10 - ne li

.5

~
Is
Swi - n

~7
.1 5 ., f :~ . s If' .m : r

thi tsha fu - na . na vhl:l-swa.·



Basi~, pronunciation

Moo~chaiI -/oh ooh naw dee-fah ndee moo-awm-vaah. '

Nde.e chee-Iah ndee pfah ndaw foo-rah, tea tshah foo-nah
voos-wah.

Swee-ree loh-ne lee ntsee-elah nda-Iah.
I, As in chair,

, Experience of new knowledge' by ~eans of visual art

T: We are going t6 eat, let us wash our hands.

P: Why should w.e wash our hands?

T: Class, explain to the puppet why we should wash our hands.

The children take their, plate and plastic knife and peel their

bananas. They use the banana and toothpicks creatively.

The banana may be .cut into slices and joined in 'a variety of

ways by means of the toothpicks.

Learners eat their creations!

Conclusion: assessment

T: Puppet, will ,you remember also to eatfruit and vegetables?

P: Oh dear, I have forgotten what fruit arid vegetables are

and why they are good for us.

T: Class, please tell thepup'pet.

Footnote,*The pitch on which the song is transcribed merely facil,itates presef.ltation,

Thesorig' must be performed at at pitch suitable for learners.

Spiri~uality'and m.-siceducation:
in conversation with David Da.rgie,

© Hetta Pc;»tgieter

A man told his grandson: "a terrible
fight is going on inside me - d pght
between two wolves. One is evil and
represents hate, anger, artogance,
intolerance and superiority. The other is
good, and represents joy, peace, love,

tolerance, understanding, humjlity,
kindness, empathy, generosity and
compassion.' This fight is going on inside
you too - in fact it is going on inside ,
every other person." The grandson then
asked, "which wolfwill win?" The old
man replied Simply, "the one you feed".

, ,

(http:!www.relig.ioustolerance.org!negative.htm)

hltroduction

,Spirituality and education are not terms,

commonly associated, but thefielClthey

encompass is becoming'increasingly'

evident in religious and educational

studies. The International Journal on

Children's Spirituality has existeq since

1990, and it offers essays on a di.verse

spectrum of topics. Similarly, there is a

children's spirituality research, database
, ,

(http://childfaith.netldatabase/journals:ht

ml) with numerous' contributions. The

Internati'onal Handbook of Re'search in

Arts Education (Bresler, 2007) dedicates

more than I00 pages to spirituality.

There also is a field of specialisation in .

spirituality and music education. The

2008 conference of the International

Society of Music Educators that took'

place in Bologna, Italy, included 'sessions

on spirituality in music education, while

an international conference, Spirituality

in Music Education, was held in

Birmingham in 2009.

The purpose of this presentation is

to stim!Jlate thinking on the integration

0( spiritual dimensions into music

'lessons, based 01) a conversation with

David Dargie. ' Prof Dargie is emeritus

professor of music at Fort Hare

University which he visits annually for

teachin~ from his home in ,Munich,

Germany. Best known for his work on

Xhosa music, Prof Dargie is also a

trained minister, and therefore well

qualified to reflect on spirituality in

music education.

A conversation with Oavid
Oargie

Hetta Potgieter (HP): What is your

, perception of the role of spirituality in

education?

I;>avid Oargie (DD): For me there is

not a great difference between

'spirituality' and what I tend to think of

as normal, decent, intelligent human

behaviour; which for me includes a

relationship somehow wi'th· our Creator.

Of course, different people realise this

relationship with God in different ways.

For me even an 'atheist' who behaves in

a decent human way is somehow

relating to God, whether she or he'

knows it or not. The s'cri'ptLire says

people were made in the image of God,

and I think it is a strong general

Christian belief that God lives in people

and people live in God. If we act with

real unselfish love towards others, thlm

Gad'lives in us. An animal such asa cat

ora dog lives (we hope joyfully) without,

ever 'knowing' the functions of brain,

heart, blood. I tend to see the presence
. .- .

of God in a similar way. The Jact that

an old uncle of mine firmly believed

that the world was flat di'd not stop h'im

from ploughing his fields on the spheri

ca'l planet earth. Jesus gave the example

of the soli who verbally refuses to do

his father's will,. but then nevertheless

still does it, and the son who gives lip



Spirituality and the, 'higher'

values of music

Th~ r()ot ofthe word 'spirituality'

comes from the Latin in + spirare,
meaning to breathe or blow into or

,upon; to infuse (life) by breathing. It is

HP: Are you aware of spiritual

, ,experiences by musicians?

DD: Perhaps I should speak primarily

about myself. The other day I

went with a friend to the newly

rediscovered Tyhume Mission,

the first established Christian

mission among the Xhosa.

Maybe you know the story of

Ntsikana, the first Xhosa

Christian? He died in 1821,.when

he was actually on the way to

the new mission at Tyhume.. His

songs are still sung today in a

number of ways. When we were

coming back from the mission I

started to sing Ntsikana's songs

as loudly as 1could. It was

wonderful, to achieve a

communication wit~ the Prophet

(Ntsikana) through his songs at

that place. I have had many such

experiences through Ntsikana's

songs and other ~hurch songs:

from African Zionist choruses to

Britten's War Requiem. In any

case, why do mothers sing their

babies to sleep? Is it not a very

special way of communicating

love?

I don't know if these answers

are satisfactory to you. In a way

I have written about my ideals

regarding music teaching', and I

don't know if I have lived up to

them. ,In any case I think it is '

n~cessary to doubt oneself,

because very often doubting

oneself is the only way to open

one's o~n eyes.

service to his father and then does not

carry out his father's wishes.

HP: Do you think music has the

power to open spiritual

wind.ows?

DD: The history of music is full of

examples of this. The church's

use of music testifie; to it. So

does the use of music in s0ch

movements as the French

revolution and the South African

umziJbalazo and every other'

such movement where pe?ples'

courage has been kept up by

songs. In these cases, the

spiritual 'window'. might have

been courage.'What about the' '

music therapist who can bring

healing, especially mental ~ealing,

through music! Maybe what

should be most powerful, is the

way music can open people to

the spirit of kindness to one

another. (In this context, what

can one say about the

unfortunately typical academic

dog-eat-dog attitudes?)

, HP: Do you think music· teachers

should be aware about the

spirituality of the young learner?

DD: Of course. Teacl:1ers very much

need awareness of the spirituality

of their 'tutees' (to use an

Americanism). This goes very,

much also for: music teachers.

Just think of all the hurt that

pupils can suffer from bad

teachers. Maybe it is' not ..

essential that the teacher should

, know how the pupil's spirituality

is expressed, whether through a

Christian or othe~ 'r~ligious

denomination or whatever, but

the teacher must have a proper

respect 'for and feeling for the

pupil. For myself, I would say the

music teacher should see the'

presence of God in the pupil, and

try to communicate God's

creativity through music. This

can only be done by a

combination of respect, kindness,

and skill, and I would think most c1earfrom this that. spirituality is a

pupils would put the emphasis fundamental part of being human

first on kindness and respect, and, ' . (Palmer, 2006: 144).

then only on skill.' How m~ny In Africa, spirituality flows from

music pupils have been put off by mysticism and from an awareness that

their teachers? there is a unity of beings in the

universe. Archbishop Desmond Tutu

describes African spirituality as rejecting

"popular dichotomies between the

sacred and ,the secular, the material and

the spiritual. All life is religious, all life is ,

sacred" (Tutu, 1995). The Tshivenda '

word zwivhuya accordingly is closest to

'health' and it is associated with

'concepts such as strength, happiness,

knowledge, social responsibility, beauty'

'and safety. Most ancient tribal

,languages in fact encompass these

concepts in a single word, such as punyu
in Australian Aboriginal Ia.nguages, whi~h

points to being as "all that is alive and

contributing to Iffe and therefore has a

stron~ly spiritual dimension'"

(Government of South Australia,

2006:9):

Khan (1996: I09) states from the

Sufi perspective that "th~ whole life in

all aspects is one music, and to tune,

one's self to the harmony of this

,perfect music is the real spiritual

attainment." The ancient Greeks

similarly used the concept of music to

interpret the working of the universe.

Plato writes in Republic in 380 BC that

music has specific eff~cts on character.

He highlights certain Greek musical"

modes, arguing for moral superi.ority of

those that foster courage and self

discipline qver those that promote

sensuality and self-abandon. To him

"music is a moral law. It gives'soultci

the iJniYerse, wing~ to the mind, flight

to the imagination and lite to

e~erything" (Carr, 2006: I04).

On a more practical level, musical

performances,are rituals in which a

common focus of attention generates

shared states of emotion and thought.

These shared states create a virtual

reality that provides performers with a

glimpse of an ideal m'oral universe. The

, spirituality experienced as such is a

corner stone of ordered social

existence.
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Spirituality and a school
curriculum

The place of 'spirituality' in the

curriculum is described by different

scholars as controversial. In general,

curriculum planners and educators are

so "fearful of spirituality that it tends to

focus on facts rather than meaning and

information 'rather thah wisdom,

thereby missing the real issues in life"

(Palmer, 2006: I I). Roux (2006: 153)

accordingly notes that "although whole

child development is a fundamental

approath in outcomes-based education

, there [i]s still no discourse, rigorous

critique or discussions on spirituality in

education." Spirituality in education in

f~ct is indispensable for fleXibility,

creativity, newness, engagement,

reflection as well as in teacher: and

student stories of meaning making,

(Bresler, 2006: 1402). '

'Spirituality in the music
classroom

The aim of the brief lesson outlines that

follow is to provide suggestions on how

spirituality may be reflected on in the

music classroom by means of a variety, '

of activities.

, Ideas fo,r teaching:'lesson

Outcomes,:

On completion of this lesson learners

will be able to

sing the Zulu song Nampaya omame!;

identify musical phrases using words

such as repetition and contrast;

create dance movements that show

'repetitive and contrasting phrases;

discuss concepts such as happiness,

safety, respect and love;

reflect on how these concepts may

be realised in musical performance.,

IDoh is GI ,', " "
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Im .m :m.in if .r:- Im .m:m.d Ir .d:-, Id .si:d Ir .11 :r ISI.sl:m Ir .d:-
Na-mpa-ya o-ma-me! Be-thwel'i-mi-thwa-lo. Nci-nci-bo, nci-nci-bo, nampa-y'o"ma-me!

'Nampaya omame! Bethwel'imithwa/o.

Ncinci bo, ncinci bo, nampay' orilame!

Sabona ngenyama, sabona ngerice.
Ncinci bo, ncinci bo, nampay' omame!

Sabona ngoso,yide, sabona ngohekke.
Ncinci bo, ncinci bo, nampay' omame!

Here are the mothers! They tarry' parcels.

We are happy, here are the mothers!

We saw m'eat, we saw rice.

We are happy, here are the. mothers! '

'We saw sweets, we saw cakes.

We are happy, here are the mothers!



Ideas for teaching: lesson 2.

I took the second phrase of the song

'Peace' from a well-known English choir

song composed by S. Miller and

J. Jackson. The text is a prayer for

peace: "let there be peace on earth and

let it begin with me." I compo~ed the

first and third .phrasewith the purpose

of making learners aware of texture.

Outcomes:

On completion of this lesson learners

will be able to

sing the Zulu song Uxo/o;

identify thin and thick texture;

discuss concepts such as'beauty,

safety, respect, love. responsibility,

healing, and forgiveness;

reflect on how these concepts may

be realised in musical performance.
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Summary

Teachers who are aware. of their

responsibility to educate the,whole.

child - mind, body and soul -are

dealing with learners on the basis of

ancient moral patterns. As David Dargie.,
suggests, the basis of these patterns is

the presence of God in our daily lives in

the form of mutual respect, unselfish

love and the spirit of kindness. God's

'creativity' in music is the skillful pursuit

in performance .of these perennial moral

forms.



Tonality'as 'a. phenol11enf;)logical frame
. ,

in ·the teachi-:-g ,of' music rUdim.ent.s
.to· multicul.tural· groups'

© Hannes Taljaard and Janelize van der Merwe

With this article we build upon ideas

expressed in ~ur previous article,

entitled A foundation for teaching music
rudiments to multicultural groups, using
folk songs (The Talking Drum no 33).

Our aim is to illustrate hgw the three

questions mentio~ed in the previous

article can guide an educator's

reflection about teaching music

rudiments to groups. We specifically

take the dynamic and, hierarchical

relationships between tone,s in so-called'

tonal music as the' focus'for teaching

and learning activities that ~se folk

songs as material for the teaching of

music rudiments. As with our previous

, article, we hope that our ideas will

resonate with other teachers' and that

this will become part of discussions t~at

wi,ll help us to learn from each other

and from our students. Our free

borrowing from the' ideas of Emife

Jaques-Dalcroze is evident throughout

,this article

We observe in our previo'us article

that

A teacher cannot always rely on a

repertoire of folk songs that are familiar'

, to all learners', This is especially true iri

multicultural group~: We can only base

the effective teaching of ,rudiments in

groups o.n a folk song if we ensure that

learning the song is an quthentic musical

experience within an ensemble context.

For this to happen. we snou'ld ensure, . ,

that learners are' active listeners, who

are singing conscientiously with as few

mistakes as possible, When activities are

guided in a way that enables learners to

sing the song correctly from the start

and learners give learning their full

present-moment awareness, this goal can

be achieved, Sharing a common meter

in the group is a phenomenological

frame that allows learners to learn

correctly, to make' pr'ogressively finer

distinctions between sound patterns that

correctly reflect music rudiments, and to '

generate valid representations of these

patterns, This common metre should be

embodied and form the basis of musical

a~tioris,.lt 'should not be tho!,ght about

or dis,cussed. We suggested that

different songs a~k for the entrainment - '

and tnus embodiment - of different

meters an<l that this can be facilitated by,

, .'1 basic da~ce step. We argue~ that the

focus of learning should not fall in the

first instanc'e on, the rhythmi'c patterns.

and definitely not qn ):onceptual labelling

or on symbols, but on the entrainment

of the meter,

, While' a common meter is in our

opinion the first and most important

phen6menological frame when teaching

and learning folk songs and music

rud.iments; a sense of the relationships,

of all tones to a tonal centre is another

, i~portant phenomenologiCal frame.

We will refer to this as 'a sense of

tonalitY'. The term 'tonality' of course'

may be interpreted in many ways, and

the meani"!g. we give to it in this article

will become clear.

The three questions that we

proposed hl bur previous article and

that we take as basis here -are stated

,below. We added a second ques~ion to

each, in order to focLls ,our discussions

ori}he sense of ton~lity.which is the

frame as well as the ,content of the

techniques and activities we sugge.st.

Since these questions are very closely

related it is hard to distinguish 'between

them. But because the aim of the'

q'uestions is to, stimulat~re.flection we

do not see their interrelatedness as a

problem:

• What iS,a musical experience?

- How does a sense 'of tonality

functibn as co,ntent and as frame for
musical experiences?

How do we ensure a musical

experience when teaching music

rudiments to groups' using folk songs?

- Hpw do we ensure that learners
'base the learning of sound. patterns on

this (inner)\sense of tonality?

• What is embodiment?'

- What techniques can we' employ to

embody this serise of tonality when a
folk song is .learnt?,

Before the activities described

below are presented in class I, the

group sh~uld learn th.e Yenda folk so~g

Ihi that is presented in the previous

article. The song tan be learnt

according to the guidelines offered in

our previous article 'regarding the

learning of VhonaniZwidenz'Je.
Experience has taught us that learning

,Ihi is not easy, especially for those who

, cannot understand the text., The

overan structure of the melody is not

simple: it consists of fourteen 'patte~ns,

each lasting four beats. Patterns that

, are similar are not dearly differentiated

and the succession of the patterns does

no~ show clear form. It is an ideal song

to engage students' ability to make

progressively finer distinctions between

patterns. 'learning this song without

the text and on neutral syllables lik~

thos,e used in lullabies (hi-hi, du-du,

nlnna-nanna, baloo, no-no, bayou, and so

forth) makes this task a pleasant

challenge!

All activities should use neutral,

syllables -first with very few

explanations. Symbols,solfa (movable

doh), scale degrees and thereafter, note·

names can be introduced, in subsequent



, phases of learning rudiments. During'

these phases Ihi can be substituted by

similar songs in order to aV~id .

boredom, to work o~ skills and to

develop' awareness and insight.

Students need a sufficient variety of

songs in order to develop insight into.

the tonal language.

Several activities described in this
, ,

article use a drone which is ideally

produced by ~teady male voices (basses

or baritones) rich in overtones, or an,

instrument with a rich timbr~ such as

the bassoon or bass clarinet. High

quality recordings of such instruments

(or good synthesizers) can also be

used. Our,experie!n,ce suggests that it ,

is best in most cases if male and female

voices sing separately, possibly taking

tu~ns to engage in the.activities. If

singers are untrained with'small Vocal. " . .

ranges, lowe'r and higher voices should

also.sing separately when p~ssible so

that students are allowedto sing in a

comfortable tessitura. The implications

of the fact that the tonal centre will

then alternate, should be thought "

through when the classes ar.e planned: .

Understanding for example that middle

, C and the C aD octave above it are two

different pitches, is very important '

when planning classes. In this case, one

should not be misled by octave

equivalence.

'. ..Ihi ..

Hi, hi - hi - hi - hi! Hi, hi - hi· hi hit ,Mai nda Maj'

41·~..·~
Na - ngwe ndo fu· ra ndi 'a • la, Ndi a la Ndi a la, ' Thu - moo, ya tshi - xe - le mal n<la,

Zwi- ku - mbu zwi-ra-ru.

p li-le _ la u la.U li-le-la u la,

Zwi -le"\! - mbu zwi - n~a - na?

U li -le - la - ni?

, Vho ya mu-lil-mbo-nr.

7,M· ~'.
vho-mme vho ya fhi?

I),M
~.
U li -le - la- ni?

How does a s-ense of tonality
function ,as content and frame

for musical experienc:es?

A. musical experience (in ·t~is case the

sense of tonality emerging from audible,

audiated and performed sound patterns)

is (I) ,absorbed' mainly through the ears,

(2) programmed into the body and (3)

executed through one of the three

. musical actions: ~ctive listening,

performing and

improvisation/composition. These three

observation~ sh~uld be understood as

, three dimensions of one entitr., and not

as three successive phases of a linear or

even circular process.

'We take tonality to be a perceptual

phenomenon, "something t~at is ..

perc~ived by human listeners"

(Huovinen, 2002:6), when we teach.

rudiments: This is in line with our first

observat,ion regarding a musical

experience'; Research over the past

- three decades has attempted to

determine what is perceived wher) a

listener perceives tonality,. and how this

happens. The overview presented by

f:luovinen (2006: 1-45) shows that

tonality is' thought to .depend upon

• the triad, and specifically the

succession of roots and/or the
f

relationships between chords, and/or

• the pitch ~elationships in the diatonic

scale, and/or

• the pitch collection around a ton,al .

centre, and/or

• the way different aspects of the sound

pa~terns centre themselves around

one pitch or one pitch class '

(Huovinen, 2002:36). ,

Taking an exclusive view on the'

. what and the how of the perception of

tonality is not necessary for teachers. '

When teach~rs take a (musica~'

experience of tonality as the basis 9f

teaching learning activities, they aim to.

increase students' awareness of all the

aspects of sound patterns that can



contribute to the perception of

tonality. Thus the what of the

perception of tonality can be very

broadly delineated. Attempts t~ ,

inculcate a specific how will most likely

be misguided, since students in ~

rudiments class ,hear tonality in

,different ways (see Huovinen, 2002: 5,

11,32-33).
Understanding the nature of the

relationships between the tones will be

our firs~ 'concern, since we are working

with a melody in activities for whiCh

tonality is .t~e frame and c0ntent: For

us these relationships are rrot

differences in pitch, or what is

sometimes called 'distances' between

pitches., We take our cue from

Zuckerkan'dl (1956:313) who writes.

that "what makes the tone an 'element

of musical order is not its pitch, but its,

, audible relation to ot,her ton'es;

differences in direction and tension; not

differences in pitch, are the constituents

of the musical order' of tones." The

activities described below are aimed at
, .

exploring and learning what Rifkin and

Urista (2006: 60) refer to as the

"sensation of each tone's relationship

to tonic." Cutler p002:81) refers to

this same aspect as "the functional

tendencies of each s'cale degree" that

depends on ,the sense of tonality wheh

,he observes that "when one can firmly

feel the tonal ce~ter, each scale degree'

takes on unique tonal characte'ristics

within the context o~ its key"

(2002:85).

The sense bf tonality can be

programmed into the bO'dy in the ways

that are' suggested in the activities

described below. This programming is

also the way in which the sense ..of

, tonality is further explored and refined.

A student's execution of the thr~,e,

musiCal actions can show a teacher to

'what extent the sense of. tonality has

been absorbed and' prog~ammed into

the body. For example, when students

sing tonal melodies from sight, iUs very

'easy to hear when they 'have lost the

tonic.' Or if a student starts singing a

melody in the wrong key, after' the

tonic has been established through a

, melodic Or harmonic pattern,th~

teacher knows that active listening did

no~ occur (eff~ttively). '

How do we enSl,lre that learners
base the learning of sound
patterns on this (inner) sense of
tonality?

This becomes possible when teaching

and learni'ng activities are structured in'

such away that each learner's own

sense of tonality becomes the

phenomenological frame within which
, . ,

sound patterns are presented. All

stude~ts 'possess a 'sense of tonality" '

albeit in different degrees:, To develop

this sense of tonality, certain acoustic

phenomen'il- should be explored. For us

exp'/oration is the key word when '!"e try

to base learning on an ever developing

sense of tonality. Students must

discover for themselves and,activate

their informal knowledge in terms of

musical experiences with sound. In this

way the learning of most mU,sic

rudiments concerning pitch is

constructed by each student on a, , '

musical' exp~rience oftonality.2

Activity: unisons and octaves

For this activity a suitable drone is

sounded. The teacher dem0nstrat~s the

activity without explaining and the

students explore in their own time

through improvising. Ev~rybody stands

still, but the improvisations must relate

to the entrained meter. If it becomes,

clear that the students are no~ relating

their actions to a commonly entrained "

meter, the meter is re-established with

the basic dance step.

Phase I: Students improvise by

, singing unisons and octaves above the

drone after they have identified and

while they are identifying the overtones

through active listening. Each singer

scoops up to the octave to find the

best fit, testing different tones with the·

ears, Students are'also asked to

, experiment with different durations to

the scoop, and later to eliminate the

scoop by first hearing the octave, and

then singing it exactly on pitch.

Alt~ough this is free improvisation,

"each singer can be directed to listen

actively to the whole group. In order

to en~ure this, the teacher,can give '

, different commands, for example: 'try

not to scoop ~hile somebody else

scoops,' or,'try always to have a unison

and an octave, but when somebody else

reaches your ,pitch, sing g'radually softer

and then stop to take,a, breath.:'

'Phase 2: Students are requested

to improvise free movements to

, express what they are hearing and also

what they are singing. This is best done

with the eyes dosed.

J;\ctivity:unisons~fifths and
octaves

This activity is very similar to the

previous one, and introduces the '

relationship betweentpnic and fifth as

an acoustic phenomenon: and relates

that relationship,to the octave. The

same techniques and phases are used.

, '

Activity: the major triad .

For this ac~ivity a suitable drone is,

sou'nded. The process with tonics and

fifths described. in the first two activities

is exte!'!ded by in'eluding the major'

third. The intonation of the major third

·is in pure temperament to ensure that:

the consonance ofthe third is an

acoustic reality.

Phase I: The teacher first gives

, time f~r students}o only listen to the

. drone, The drone shouldprefe.rablY,be

two (for male or for female voices).or

three (for' female voices)oct.aves below

the tonic that the singers are"

pi-od~cing. Students listen to the drone

and try to hear the overtones. Then'

the teacher indic,ateswithone (= root"

s'uhg as unison or octave), three (=

third oftriad) or five (= fifth) fingers

which tone of the triad the teacher is

singing. The teacher shou1d not explain

what the 'finger symbols' mean, but

allow the students to discover through

demonstratio,n 3• Then the teacher

requests the students to sing a tone,

Th'e teacher should remember to keep

the met~r steady and students should'

always respond exactly on a beat. It is. ,

important-that the s~udents wait until

I '



tlTey h1lVe really heard, the overtone,

before they respond. Students can take

turns in a circle to sing the signalled' .

tone. If a tone is not sung correctly,

the group can indicate with their hands

which tone was sung. " ,'
'Phase 2: Students cari invent. ", ,

var:iations on this game. The teacher

can for example req'uest a tone from a. ,

specific student. If the student is

correct, this student can request a tone

from another student and decide if the

, correct tone was sung, and so on: Or

another example:-while the student

sings a particular tone the teacher sings

another, and the student must indicate

which tone the teacher sings.

. Activity: tendency notes

Phase I: ' The teacher sings or plays
; .' .

upon a suitable melody instru~ent the

six patterns containing the upper and

,lower neighbour notesofthetones of

the triad. This can be done -.yit~ and

without th~ drone but always in ~n

entrained meter. The students echo the

patterns with singing or on instruments,

also keeping to the meter. A silent bar

should sometimes be inserted for ,

audiation(inward hearing), and not ollfy

at the beginning.

Phase 2: The students invent free,

'expressive movemen'ts for ,each pattern,

and some of these movements are then
, .

chosen as signals.' The group can decide

, through reflection and discussion after

this activity which of the free,

movements fit the sound phenomena

the best. Students can then ta,ke turns

signalling to the'c1ass and evaluating

" whether the right pattern was

produced. -The aim of the inveAtion and

discussion of free mOVements is to

deepen the exploration of the

phenomena, and not to find the best

possible movements.,

, What techniques can we employ
to embody this sense of tonality
when a folk song is learntl

Juntunen (2004:,16) writes about the

"bodily roots of musical knOWing" when

discussing embodiment and specifically

the ideas of Maurke Merleau-Ponty, As

we noted in pur previous article, for us

embodiment in teaching music

, rudiments means that the 'part' ,of the

psychophysical whole referred -to as 'the

, body' is allowed its important roles in

gathering, proce,ssing and-storing'

experiences and understandings of

music rudim,ents. Our work as

educators often involves the search for

suitable relations between music and

'the body' (see Juntunen, 2004: 16) by

developing teaching' techniques.

Techniques that aim to actively

engage the whole se"lf in learning

interact with stimuli rath,erthan

co~ceptuaiisationsas th"e basis for

learning, as can be deduced from the'

previou's discussion. We !IIustrate some "

of thesetechniq~esbelow, using /hi as

, basis. We once again borrow ideas

from Prof Gro Shetelig, the Norwegian

music educator whose books

(unfortunately only available in'

Norwegian) ,are given as references.'

Activity: dynamic relatio-:,ships

Students sing (or learn) the whole song

while the drone is sounding. They are

,requested. to listen to the relationships

that the tones of the melody have with

the drone.' The teacher' asks students to

suggest ways of expressing their

experiences with their bodies. Students
, , '

contribute their ideas based upon the

, free movements they develope9,in the

, activity ,with tenden~y not~s. Among

these the whole group tries to find 'the

movement that illustrates best the

'relationships of the sounds. ThiS

becomes an iconic movement which all

students then learn and use (this ,is

Bruner's iconic movements; s~e

Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 2006:20). '

These movemeii? can for example

become the ~ays in which students can

communicate their. ,expressive

intentions while singing in'the group -

,a' kind of cond'ucting. or ~ven a dance

,that is partly imprOVised by~bme

members of the group.

Activity: the tonic triad

This activity is based upon the first six

bars of/hi. At first the patterns in the

melody are used exactly, but'later the

teacher uses other order permutations

and inversions of the three tones of the

,triad, also changing the rhythm. The

students ,should always discover through

listening, and Clse specified iconic

movements while singing (the teacher "

only sings). For this activity the teacher

suggests the follOWing iconic movement:

the left forearm is held in a relaxed

manlier in front of the body on the level

of the mouth. This represents the tonal

centre. When the student sings,the

sound should be 'aimed' at the left arm.

The contour 'of the melody is drawn

with the right hand in relation to the,
"' left arm; every time the tonic is sung,

the right hand touches the left arm,

~xactly on the beat. The patterns can

also be perfo'rmed on instruments; once

the students are satisfied that they can

very c1earlyaudiate the tonal centre. '

Activity: ,,' '. . . .,'

tendency notes in this melOdy

'This activity uses patterns taken from

the second part of the, song (bar 7 to

14). The activities are performed with

an audible drone, and, also with an

audiated drone. The patterns are sung

in the order in which they appear, in the

song. Then the teacher sings one

pattern at a time, changing'the durations

of tones to emphasise the dissonance

'and the resolution. After this'variation,'

the phrase in which the pattern occurs

is sung again, and the students are given

the opportunity to indicate tension 'and
, , resolution.

,~nough time should be given

between the, audible patterns so that

studentscanaudiate'., Students may use

these patterns as the basis for group

improvisations. Theseimpr.ovisations

,will result in the forming of cadences

and short musical phrases. '

Activity: Silent, notes

For ~his' activity the tonic drone is nOt

sounded. The left arm, raised to, the '

level of the mouth, is agaih used as,a

'target' and the metre is felt inwardly4.

The contour of the melody is

'sometimes indicated with the right



hand, sometimes not. After each

performance of the song, the drone is"

. again sotlnded so that students can test

their audiated drone. This also ensur.es·

that the tonal centre stays exactly the

same.

. Phase I: .The tonic is the only

tone that is sung, the bther tones are

audiated. The intonation of the tonic

.'should be exact, as~ell as the. metric

placements. The first part. of the song

is easier.

Phase 2: . Switch! All the other

..notes except the 'tonic are slJng. This

. is more difficult, and asks for a very

clear awareness of the relationship of

certain tones to the tonic .. After each

phase the teacher orstUl;lents can

invent ways of showing and deepening

their understanding (and developing

their skills) through the three musical

actions.

Activity: one singer, one beat

The class is divided in groups each

containing five individuals, and the

groups are spaced as far apart as

possible. Each individual in a group

receives instructions to sing on a

. neutral syllable every beat.that starts

with a certain scale degree. In Ihi, beats

start on tonic, mediant, subdominant,

dominant (upper and lower) and.

submediant. ·Since the scale degrees

are not named, the teacher sings the

scale d'egree to eac.h student and the

student n~eds t6 remember that pitch,

The complete song is then sung, the .

singers taking turns and trying to keep

. the tonic, as well as the tone they. need

to' sing in the inner hearingS, Pitch and

. metriC placement should always be

accurate, Every bar is preceded by two

bars' silence in which all the singers

first audiate the whole bar and then

mentally rehearse their 'performance.

The third bar is ~ou'nding, and is

followed by a fourth silent ·bar in which

every student evaluates the

-performance, When the group sings

fluently, the silent bars are 'deleted.' As

soon as the group can sing the song

perfectly together, each -singer receives

another scale degree, .and the proce~s

starts again.

The first example below gives all

the patterns for each of the voices,

while the second example shows the

procedure for the first pattern, with the .

silent bars.
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Conclusion

When these and sim'ilar techniques are'

employed in the learning of a folk song

and the teaching of rudiments, a

learner's sense of tonality can be a

fram~ for opening up awareness of

phenomena through the development

. of the ability to make progreSSively

finer distinctions between them.

Musically valid distinctions should

never be based upon concepts in the,

first instance or upon symbols that

exclude or weaken the experience of

the phenomena. When a teacher

focuses on ~he shared sense of tonality

as a phenomen·ological.framl:!, learning

grows from an: unders~nding of real

experiences of the hierarchical

relationships between tones that form

the basis for the understanding of

many other rudiments.
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Footnotes'
I. Or after the a'ctivitY 'with tendency notes

and before the activity with dynamic.

relationhips~

2. We are aware of the fact that taking tonality

as a basis for teaching rudiments tan b.e

challenged on philosophical grounds. It is a

.pragmatic choice that we make, beca~se the

experiences ofthe students 'that ive teach

are almost exclusively of tonal music. We

build upon what 'is known to our students

when we teach rudiments, and later ~xtend

material to include other musics.

3. This and similar 'signals will later be a

foundation for the introduction of the

correct terms. In activities sU(:h as these,

team teaching is very helpful, since the

teacher and the assistant can 'role play' the'

activity for the class. ,

- 4. If the singing i.s not exactly m'etrical, the

basic dance step is again executed while the

whole group listens inwa~dly to the song.

5. Ifthe meter suffers,.the basic dance s~ep is'

resumed. If the intonation is not accurate,

the tonic drone is presented audiblly.



Music educators,arrangel
Adapting existi~g melodies
for use in rilusi~te.aching

© Hcinnes Taljaard

. The aim of this article is to encourage

music teachers to arrange melodies for

instrumental pupils, class music learners

and small ensembles. Music teachers

who share their own creative work

with their students may find that they

can encourage young people to be

creative musicians. Let us not forget

that the improvising, arranging and

composing performer was the norm for

the greater part of our history. It is

only in the' last ten or so decades that

many (most?) musicians have become

like a man who went to the

, supermarket and asked for different

kinds of olives by reciting a poem

because he could not improvise

everyday speech!

The principles offered here are

simple, and I state ther:n as mottos.

Applying them does not depend upon

inspiration. It can be learnt, and with

some exercise pleasing' results are

certain to follow.

• Prolong chords, especially the tOllie!

• Not all chords are equal!

• Keep tonics clean; dominants strong

and colour those subdominants well!

• Use the magic of failing third relations!

• Find that one, strong..idea and use it

well!

I formulated these mottos while

performing an.d analysing the works of

great arrangers, especially Johannes

Brahms and Benjamin Britten. In this

search I made no attempt to suppress

my long studies of music theory.

However, it is, clear that these mottos

do not originate with me and I do not

claim them as my own. Others have

already discovered and applied much of

what is written here. Nevertheless,

one hopes that being reminded of a

good idea is never a bad thing. 'In this

article, I will elaborat~ on the first two

mottos. The remaining ones will be

discussed in subsequent 'articles.

We need simple mo'ttos to

counteract some of the less salutary ,

influences of our music training. Four'

part harmony exercises and even

counterpoint exercises 'are not,gCiod

models for writing real arrangements

that students would .like to perform.

Who would want to torture

unsuspecting parents at a midyear

concert with some of those ,exercises,

even when they are without parallel,

fifths? There are few aspiring young

pianists who want to spend their time

practising and performing four part

harmony of the kind we dutifully

produce in our exams. I am sure that

more than one choir leader has.

discovered, as I have, that a descant

writ:ten according to the strange rules,

of counterpoint exercises often does

not sound as well as a simple doubling

in thirds of the melody. It is clear that

w~ need other models and more

effective ways of thinking that will

, stimulate 'creative work.'

Let us then try to forget those

, exercises for now and rather. learn by ,

performing and analysing successftJl

arrangements. Having studi,ed many of

those models, one startS'to gain inSight

into the common characteristics of

beautiful arrangements. In this article I

share a few insights concerning some of

these characteristics ir: order to help

music teachers to arrange music for

use in lessons and in concerts. I hope

that. a presentation of the ways I think

when I arrange will stimulate others to

. look broader and also more focused at

especially 'harmony as a structural

aspect of arrangements. Maybe some

teachers will even be tempted to

collaborate with students in creative

, projects that" take these mottos as

guidelines.

What I write here is mainly

applicable to the arrangements of folk

songs and some hymn tunes. I Four or

so decades ago, an arrangement of a .folk

song would have been welcomed as a

friend in new clothes. Nowadays, for

some ygung people, it will be a complete

stranger in an eccentric outfit that lacks

the right labels. It is a sad fact that in

some cultures very few young people

know a variety of folk songs. Maybe the

enthusiastic and creative use of folk

songs by teachers will help to remedy

this dismal state of affairs.

Different kinds of arrangements

correlate to a greater or lesser degree

with originals. The kind of

arrangements discussed, in this article

keeps the melody of the original almost

unaltered. With such arrangements the

focus of recreation is on harmony,

rhythm, texture and instrumentation.

Prolong chords, especially the

tonicl

Prolonging a chord can be much more

interestingly done than through the use

of sustained tones. When inventing

ways to prolong a chord, one should

imagine interesting textures:

Prolongation can also be called

'animating a chord: which means giving

it 'soul'. A beautifully animated tonic,

, can indeed be the soulof an

arrangement. In o~der to' illustrate this"

I present the opening segments of

arrangements of three Tshivenda folk

, songs (se,e Kruger, 2004) and of one

Afrikaans folk song, a deeply loved

. melody from my culture.
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This lullaby is an example of

a melody based upon the tonic

triad. In order to prolong the

chord, I us'ed the auxiliary

sixfour, wh)ch can also be

understood as the tonic triad

with upper neighbour' notes ·for.

the third and the fifth of the

chord. The lower neighbours

. are also used. When this was

arran'ged again earlier this year

for piano as part of a

composition called Zwikumbu
Zwingana? (How many

Calabashes?) I used the same.

harmc;mic ideas, but a more

compfex texture.
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, The prolongation of the

tonic triad. in the arrangement

, for choir of the Afrikaans song

lis ~ven simpler. The

movement of the,

accompanying voices is meant

to suggest the tranquil waves

that are mentioned in the'
text..
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The openings of the next

two arrangements tan be '.

understood as the

prolongatio'n of the tonic

triad, or an alternation of

tonic and dominant chords.

choose to hear it sometimes

as the prolongation of the

tonic and other'times as the

alternation of the chords; This

sh?ws (as textbooks claim)

that harmony can be

understood on different

structural levels: on the

foreground as an alternation of tonic and dominant,and more

on the middle ground as the prolongation of the, tonic. Of

course, for those familiar with Schenk~rjan anal~sis, this would

be ringing either pleaSing or discordant bells!

The text of the second Tshivenda song describes the duties

of young girls. Note that the leading.tone is not used on the
- ~. .

second beat of the thir~ 'bar. This softens the dominant, and

allows that beat to be heard more easily as a prolongation of

the ton~c. The B in the left ha.nd can be heard as an I:Jpper

neighbour '(displac~d by two octaves) df the tonic A in ~he·bass.



efforts, whether they be compositions, ~rrangements or even

performances, will. be much more attractive and meaningful. .

Once we have established a tonic sonority: we most likely

, will need a dOrJ:1inantsonority, even in the'shortest of .

arrangements.' The following questions can help us think

about,that ways in which the tonic and dominant differ, and

aboutdiff~rent forms of the dominant chord:

• What are the essential char:lcteristics of a tonic sonority?

• What'are the' essential characteristics of a ~ominant sonority?

• Which tones or selectio,ns of tones' display these

characteristics?

When one answers the third questic>n;it is importantto

think and tea~h in terms of the rel~tionships between tones

rather than to focus simply on the 'vertical' combination of. .

tones that constitute the triad or chord of die dominant: ,

This leads to an awareness of a relat~d concept which is very

important: the resolutions of te~dency notes: .

Ways to explore tendency notes and their:res~lutions in

improvisation' (as a warm-up for arrangements) can be

irivente'd. Exploring the tendency.notes and their resolutions'

i~ group imprOVisation has the advantage that learners will. .'

understand the' relationships ·b.etween 'tonics and dominants

as linear (or voice-leading) phenomena. Learners can sing a

. chord in three parts, and preferably in open position. The

teachercahdire~teach voice or voice gr.oup to singstepwise

up and then down to each tone of tHe tohic triad through

simple hand gestures that trace the curve of the melodi~

movement and that are. directed to. the specific lear:ner or

group of learners. This can also be done for movement

A.
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Voice

Not all chords are equal! '

A weakness in some methods of teaching and learning

harmony is that they lead us to think of chords as being

similar to different brands of mineral water on supermarket.

shelves. One has the idea that, although the labels of the .

-chords differ, they are in most other re'spects more or ,less

the same thing: I do everything I can to discourage this kind

of thinking in' my own teaching and ,in my creative work.

Getting past the 'supermarket mentality' about all aspects of

musical structures 'goes a rong way towards ensuring that our

"The text of the third song

originated most likely in

'Sunday school'. The same

'trick' of avoiding the leading

tone is. again used in the

accompaniment in the second

and fourth bars. The fact that

. the fifth .scale degree sounds in

a lower register (in the left

hand of the piano) than the

tonic, gives some emphasis to,

the dominant. But it is falling

on a metrically weaker bar, and'

this again suggests the

prdlongation of the tonic triad

rather than the dominant triad.

Of course, one can choose to

hear it e.ither way. .

If I were to give home

work, it would be analyses of

Britten~s arrangem~ntofThe
Sally Gardens for voice and

piano and the arrangement by

Brahms of Erlaube mir, reins
Madchen f~i- mixed ~hoir. '

Those who wish to analyse other works can study the

prolongation of a tonic sonority in the arrangement by

Britten of an English folk song, called 0 can ye' sew cushions.
The tonic here is ~not a 'normal' triad, and Britten, structured

his reference chord in interesting ways.' There is much to

learn from the.se ~iniature masterpie~es.

Once' teacher and learners start experimenting through

improvisation -also in groups - with ways to prolong the

tonic triad, ideas are likely to start flowing freely. Then

learners can'take'turns to sing and/or play well known

melodies with the toliic cho~d as only. accompaniment.' Some

songs do riot need any other harmony! Many interest-ing

textures will beexplo.red and can then later be. used and' '

adapted when arrangements are written out. Since the skills

needed to start exploring this first motto are basic, teachers

can start with these explorations after the first few weeks of

instrumental teaching or ,even during the first lesson.
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stepwise down and then up to each .tone of the. tonic triad.

This is done one voice at a time, and then two voices

simultaneously in all ~he combinations of up and ,down, All

three voices can. also move, but then care should be taken "

that one of the voices move in contrary motion, The voice

groups can also be divided so that one part remains
. .

stationary while the other part does the neighbpur note,

movements. One of the parts of the voice group can also'

be transposed an octave up or down. There are many

possibilities, of which only the firs.t six and ther:l three more

are given i'1 die example above..

Not all the combinations provided above can 'properly

be- classified as dominant sonorities. However, on~ of the

aims of this 'improvisation' exercise is to allow learners to·

discover that different combinations of movements 'towards

and away from tendency notes bring different degrees of.

strength to the tend~n'cy of the combined sonority to

resolve. Different phases in an arrangement need dornina'nts

of differing degrees of strength, and. thus cadences in which '

the sense of finality is not the Same. The~e aspects of

structure can be exp,lored'to great dept~ through ..
improvisation, while learners are given the opportunity to

make pr?gres~ively finer.dis~inctions b.etween these different

sonoritiesbased upon their rich experience of the sounds.

. Then the challenge is for learners (and teacher) to apply with

aware!1~ss what they have learnt when arranging b.eloved fplk

songs.

One su~h asong was taught to 'me by my mother. I

experienced lots 6f joy.when arran'ging jt in a humorous way

suggested by the Afrikaans text about a man married to a'

lady who acts very strangely. Here the tonic is 'wrong' and

the chromatics slightly 'off'.

. Allegro
fI ); It .

Waai met die' Wiepie
vir die B'aulevard Harm6niste

Trad., verw. Hannes Taljaard 2004
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Hy kom by sy huis en sy sit op sy kop. en

pof:fer-Ijies bak. Hy kom van. - aand 'by die huis. "

",

sy huis is son - der dak. Hy

hy wil log. nel eel en sy is op ge ·,100;' en



1n the third verse the whole choir creates another

prolongation of the tonic. This illustrates one of the ways in

which an idea can be realised in a different texture, .as· is

suggested fn the ilTlprovisadon exercise described above.

-.
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I
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r
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sis rok· vel - skoeri bol 'kuil klap broek Kyk nel! Hier slap 'n
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\ >

sis rok vel- ·skoen bol kuil klap - broek . sis." rok vel skoen

sis ·rok vel - skoen

..
bol . - kuil klap - broek sis • rok vei

>

skoen

The dominant sonorities that Brahms uses and avoids

using in Es gi,ng ein Maidlein zarte and in Wo gehst du hin, du
Stolze? or in Ic,h weiR 'mir'n Maidtein are very effective, while

Britten uses interesting dominant so.~orities in the second

. part of 0 can ye sew Cushions: In Britten's 0 Waly, Waly the.

transformation from a tonic sonoi"ity to something that

might be heard as a dominant sqnority is fascinating and

particularly effective i~ terms of the expressive nature of his

arrangement.

The models from which one learns creative work'can be

the arrangements of other musicians. This should be

supplemented with exploration through improvisation with

the material that was discovered during analysis and with the'

-material that is generated through these explorations. The

mottos presented here are designed to help t~achers and ,.

learners to guide explorations so that awareness c.an

. increase, When awareness of relevant aspects of mate.rial,

structure and expression is cultivated, the making of pleasing

.and useful arrangements is not an unreachabl~ goal. .

References .
Kruger,J. 2004, Venda lashu, Tshivenda sangs, musical games and song staries.

Compiled and edited by Jaco ~ruger, Potchefstroom: School of Music:

North-West University.

footnote
I. One finds many good resources for those who want to arrange fo'r

ensembles like big bands and woodwind orchestras, or for thQse who

wa~t to ~rrange a pop song for a garage band. Although the' five

mottos can inform these kinds of arrangeme.nts, this article is not

aimed at this kind of specialised wor.k,



Ikona:· a .Venda clapping gam.e
© RJ Meyer

. Lesson theme

This lesson explores cross-cultural

influences in language..as well as their

influence on music by means of Ikona, a

Venda clapping game for children.

Level

Grade 5-6

Learning outcomes

Learners will

aemonstrate, basic insight on the

interaction of language and music;

cooperate in groups to perform a

Venda clapping game;

improvise within the framework of

the clapping game;

show awar.eness of elements such as'

rhythm and phrasing.

Teaching-learning resources

• A transparency and/or worksheets

containing the lyrics, translation of the

lyrics and music of the clapping game.

• Pictures and photographs of children

playing clapping games.

Lesson plan

I. Introductory phase.

On completion of this phase learners

must show basic underscinding of the

multilingual nature of society and of its

effect on language and music:

, Tshivenda is one of the eleven

official languages of South Africa wit~

just over a million speakers. Many

Tshivenda-speakers are multilingual. '

The Vhembe area in which most of

them live lies at'an intersection .

between South Africa, Zimbabwe and

Mocambique. Travellers and refugees

speaking many different languages have,

crossed the Limpopo River and the

mountainous central part ofVhembe

for centuries. Many Tshivenda speakers

are familiar with Sesotho, Xitsonga,

isiZuluand Chikaranga. English, as the

lingua franca of South Africa, is enjoying

increasing importance, and is highly

valued in education. Not surprisingly,

English ha,s made significant i~roads on

local music making. Venda guitarist and

traditional healer, Obed Ramashia from

Tshianzwane, celebrates Nelson

Mandela in a song whose Venda lyriCS

are repeated in English. Understandably,

the English lyrics make the song more

accessible to a larg,er audience, and

'increase its commercial potential.

ActiVity

Learners

• 'bring a 'list of as many languages as

possible spoken.in South Africa to

class;

• 'explain the presence of these'

languages in South AfriC3,;'

• provide instances of vocabulary from

other I~nguages used in their mother

tongue.

2. Middle phase

The purpose of this phase is to . ,

introduce learners to Ikona, a Venda

clapping game. The game ~equires

considerable skill and will be practised

until it can be performed confidently:

Origin of the game

The game was documented with the

assistance 'of Mr Samson Netshifefe in

: the village of Tshianzwane in the Ha

Makuya district, north-eastern Vhembe..

LyriCS and translation

a. Ikono but ikono, 0 back seoty.

A chfef here but a chief here (sits) on

the back seat.

b. She woo woo woo, 0 back seoty.

She is crying about the back seat.

c. Ice cream, soda water in the time.
ice cream and soda water in the time.

d. Run r'-ln baby, ~un run babies.
Run run baby, run run babies.

e. Ikono, nde ri, u no ndebvu: Gotsho.
A chief here, I said; has a beard (and

his name is) Gatsha.

f. Ikon0, nde ri, omboro tshigino in
ears.
A chief here; I said, wears rings in his

ears.

g. Ikon0, nde ri, oinboro goweni:
Thedzu.

,A chief here, I said, wears an overall

(and his name is) Thedzu.

h. Ikon0, nde ri, hwoyongo se teeth.
A chief here, I said, he brushes his

teeth.



'WlUl "'lUl_ waa,_ a back sea-ly,

. .
Le,arners perform the game in ,small

and large groups, also at concerts.

Learners fihd other clapping games,

and bring them to class.

Learners combine the clapping

pattern of Ikona with the following

lyrics:

Dubbel double. ys ice,
dubbel double room' cream.

dubbel ys, double cream.
double ice, dubbel room.
double roomys, ice cream!
Learners create their' own clap games.

Run nm ba- by,~ 11ll~ 11llL.. ba-bies, :(-)

. 3. C.o.ncluding phase:

assessment and application of skills

Ice cream, so' da Wa- 1er_' U~ the tillte,

Speech rhythm

The lyrics are chanted to the following

approximate rhythm:

your partners as pn pulses I and 4,'but

.Iift the hands so that the fingers point

upwards.

Pulse 3 and 6:
Clap your hands.

Pulse: 7:

Perform the following gestures:

• Make a fist with both hands. the

thumbs point upwards. Make a
movement backwards over the

shoulders.

Repeat the first gesture.

• Use the forefinger of the right hand

to .point towards the wrist of the left

hand, as if checking a watch.

• The right hand faces downwards. The

wrist rotates and the forefinger makes

a small circle.

• Make a fist with the right hand and

hold the fist under th~·chin.

• Hold the ear lobes briefly betWeen

,the thumb and forefinger.

• Make a fist with the right hand and.

thump the left side of the chest..

Make a small circular movement with

the right forefinger in front of the

mouth while showing teeth.

,. Use one or both handS and pull

fingers through the hair.

i. Ikona, nde r; gama mavhudz; ous;

Betty.

A chief here, says to ousie Betty to

comb his hair.

The lyrics of Ikona reflect the

polyglot nature of contemporary

society, with phrases in Tshivenda,

English and isiZulu (ikona is a Zulu

word which refer,s to a chief). The life

of mahosi and vhakololo (chiefs and

royalty) is described and perhaps

admired here.

To own a car is, a status symbol.

Being able to sit oh the back seat of

your car is an 'additional sign of

importance because it implies being

able to hire a chauffeur. People refer to

the wealthy as "triple' Cs" (cash, car

and cell phone). The girl (possibly

girlfriend) is perhaps crying to share

the back seat with the chief; Ice cream,

soda water, a beard, earrings, an overall,

clean teeth and a servant' (to comb the

chief's hair) also are signs ,of male'

power and aprivileged life. Running

refers to young women dancing

tshigombela (a secular women's dance)

or the domba (the miiin initiation

school for girls) during which a mal"!' (or

the chief in this case) can identity a

wife.

Performing the movements

Right palm up I , , I
len palm down ..H- :8_~,->(,---,l.:-L,

. move up/down 4'
slap palms of pariller

Slap palms of partner 11-fI-..¥-<'--+I---<"-4..........I---<"-4..........!'--;j!
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Learners divide into groups of 3 - 6.

Each'group must form a circ:le, with

members sitting an arm's length 'apart.

Pulse I and 4:

Extend the arms to the side of the

body. Slap the left palm of the person

sitting to the right from above. The

person sitting to you~ left in turn slaps.

your left hand from above with their

right hand (see photograph).

Pulse 2 and 5:
Carry out the same slapping action with



'International Society for Music Education

ISM[Q
Established in 1953 ,f)

PAN AFRICAN ,SOCIETY FOR MUSICAL ARTS EDUCATION (PASMA~)

clo CIIMDA, PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA

Enhanc}ng musical arts education in Africa

September 29: 2010

Dear All

, It's nice having PASMAE represented at the last world music conferehce in

Beijing. I congratulate Professor Emily Akuno on behalf of us all for gaining one

the seat at the ISME b<;>ard. May God grant her success. As part of the Exco
, '

resolve to get mo(e Africans committed and to take music ,education to the

next level in Africa and the world at large, the Vice-President (West Africa),

,Dr Josephine Mokwunyei and her team will be hosting the first sub-regional

conference in Ghana from 7th - 9th Dec, 20 IO.

Irene Sok? the Vice President South Africa is ,also b~sy getting ready with

her team to hosting the next biennial conference in Botswana. Details about

this conference shall soon be ,out. lam encouraging us 'all, on behalf of the

executive, committee to start preparing for these programmes ~o as to fully

participate. For further information, please visit www.ciimd.a.org We thank the

management of CIIMDA for hosting our information on the site while we sort

out the challenges facing www.pasmae.org

With thanks,
AdeOluwa Okunade

President (2009.- 20 II )

Executive Committee: President '- AdeOluwa Okunade (Nigeria) Vices- Benon Kigazi (Uganda) Irene Soko (Boesawana)
Josephirie Mokwenyei(Nigeria) Secretary General - Kayode Samuel (Nigeria) Operations Manager-Rose Omollo-Ongati
(Kenya) Assistant Secr~tary-Sipho Maildlazi (South Africa) •



DVDs
Except for "Rhythms of the Tabla", all. the following historic video recordings are relative to aspects

of music making in Africa.· S~e The Talking Drum #31, for a detailed listing of these PVDs itemised.

here. Produced by E. Oehrle ·solely. for 'educational purlloses. Copyright controled..

I. DANCING: V. GODDARD 20min

2.. AFRICAN DRUM MUSIC (1993) 38min

3. MASKANDA COMPETITION (1993) 33m;n.

4. RHYTHMS OFT.HETABLA with YOGESH SAMSI (1993) 30min

5. TRADITIONAL AFRICAN MUSIC and BARBER-SHOP
SINGING (1994) SOm;n

6. RITUAL DANCERS: SHANGAAN, MAKISHI.
AND NYAU (1994) SOmin

7. SPOORNET GUM BOQT DANCERS with Blanket Mkhize
and Johnny Hadebe and in~roduction by
Carol Muller (1994) SOmin

8. WEST AFRICAN KORA MUSICIANS and
MASTER DJEMBE DRUMMER:
Dembo Konte· & Kausu Kuyathe from the Gambia
and Adama Drame from Cqte d'lvoire (1994) 4Smin

9. PANPIPEWORKSHOPwithALAIN BARKER (1994) 3Sm;n

10. INTRODUCTION TO UHADI, ISANKUNI, UMRHUBHE,
and ISITHOLOTHOLO .
by Dr. Luvuyo Dontsa from the University of
the Transkei and

CHIPENDANI MUSICIAN (1994) ISm;n

11. MBIRA.DZAVADZIMA PLAYERS:
MUSEKIWA CHINGODZE and WILLlAM RUSE~E from

. Zimbabwe (1994) 3Smin

DVDsavailable on request: For information, contact TTD: .

E.Oehrle, I Audley Gardens, Durban 400 I, South Africa . Tel. +27 (031) 209~5895 E-mail: oehrle@ukzn.ac.za



, SUBSCRIBE NOWI
'to The Talking Drum

Annual subscriptions are inclusive of two issues of TTD incl. postage:

o R7Sp.a. for individuals in South Africa and other African countries

o R8Sp.a. for libraries and institutions in South Africa and other African cou~tries

o $40p.a. all other countries'

I enclose R/$ __-- for my annual· subscription

or,

via Electronic Banking:

First National Bank, Davenport Branch; Branch number 220226;

Account Name: NETIEM; Account Number: 621 08269756; Swift Code: FIRNZAJJ762

Name:

.Address:

Postal code:

E-mail:

Return with payment / proof of electronic payment to:
Prof. Elizabeth Oehrle - NETIEM
School of Music, UKZN
Durban 4041
South Africa
Fax: +27 31 260-1048 . E-mail: oehrle@ukzn.ac.za

@ Printed in South Africa using local recycled papers.
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